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Instructions for Group Leaders
Truthought group discussion plans and exercises are
NOT intended to be administered in sequence, neither
is it necessary to do all of them. It is entirely up to
the judgment of facilitators to select the exercises
and sequence that they deem most suitable for their
learners and their program length. The surplus of
lesson options allows multiple facilitators to use the
curriculum without repeating the same lessons.

Thinking Assessment
Establishing a baseline among your group will help
everyone get off to a running start. The Truthought
Thinking Assessment, which is available for free
from Truthought.com, will help you pinpoint the
best starting mark and most important focus for your
group.
Each learner’s score indicates their dominant
Thinking Barriers from the highest to the lowest.
Compare the top 2 or 3 scores across the spectrum
of learners’ results and the most common thinking
patterns among the group emerge as the target
for addressing risk, needs and intervention within
the group context. The correlating number of
Responsible Thinking (1-9) represents the focus
for directed skill practice.

Curriculum Layout
Each section contains group-tested, evidence-based,
cognitive behavioral exercises with discussion
plans designed to develop cognitive processes for
responsible decision-making and to promote prosocial, responsible lifestyles. Together, the written
exercises and lesson discussion plans maximize
learning and promote meaningful lifestyle choices.
In addition daily thinking journals and consequence
reports can be used and these can be found in the
section at the back of this publication.

Group Lesson Discussion Plans
Discussion plans are created with the busy facilitator
in mind offering instructions for group discussions for
each of the cognitive behavioral exercises. The lesson
plans are easy to follow so that someone with no
previous exposure to Truthought can implement this
curriculum with ease.
Look for a quote page and/or “envelope page” prior
to each set of exercise pages to signal a discussion
plan for facilitators. The quotes are included
simply to encourage and stimulate thinking. Group

Please note that when you are targeting any of the
thinking barriers you are truly touching on all of
them. It is best practice to use your own judgment
as to what exercise will be most suitable and
effective for your group. You can find more
information and the Truthought Thinking
Assessment at Truthought.com.
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discussion instructions are posted on each “manila
envelope” and include:
• A suggested common ground statement.
• An objective that further describes the goals for
your time together.
• Specific directions and guidelines for facilitating
and discussing the reproducible written exercise.

Reproducible Exercises
Facilitators will want to choose exercises that
are particularly suited to their learners. Using the
Truthought Thinking Assessment available for free
at Truthought.com will help the savvy facilitator
make wise exercise
choices that apply to
the thinking habits of
their group. Only the
exercise pages and
supplemental journals
or consequence reports
may be photocopied as
handout material for
use by the purchasing
agency, organization,
or individual. Exercises
may not be reproduced for use outside of the
purchasing entity. The footer along the bottom of
each page clearly expresses what pages may or may
not be reproduced.

Visual Tools
You will need a set
of posters for each
classroom and a pocket
guide for each person.
The posters and pocket
guide represent the

common language used in the curriculum to discuss
thinking and behavior. These tools and the common
language are essential to both the facilitator and
participants and aid in establishing a group culture.
The posters and pocket guide uphold the standard by
putting the thinking and behavior to follow or avoid
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clearly in focus. Learners are frequently asked to
identify their thinking or tactics on the corresponding
poster or on their pocket guide. The Stay on Track
Poster is used for reviewing consequences, for
problem solving, decision-making, and for roleplaying. The Way of Life Poster is used to identify
lifestyle patterns and the direction one’s life is
headed. The Barriers in Thinking and Responsible
Thinking Posters reveal avenues of thinking for
exploration. By referring to the posters and pocket
guide as the standard, facilitators decrease the
potential for power struggles and eliminate the
perception of “us against them.” It says to your
students that you really care about the way they learn
– within the realm of individual discovery, dignity,
and mutual respect.

Group Routine
When participants enter the group room, before they
take a seat, they are expected to:
• Check-in, turn in any assignments,
• Write their name on a sticky-note and post it on
one of the columns on the Way of Life Poster
that most closely represents how they have been
thinking since your last session.
The group begins with a brief welcome followed by
routine recitals:
• Group Purpose
• Group Creed
• Group Expectations
• Common Ground for that day’s lesson
• Review Way of Life sticky-note posts and followup on any previously made commitments by
group participants.

8

The Group Purpose is best when it is brief and
to the point such as, “The purpose of our group is
to find solutions to our problems and learn to live
meaningful, responsible lives.” A longer group
purpose is difficult to remember and loses emphasis
as it rambles on.
The Group Creed: “Selfishness and irresponsibility
hurts people. When I am selfish and irresponsible I
hurt people. Today, I will not hurt others or myself
again.” Of course other topics can be substituted such
as, crime, or drugs, or one suitable for the group.
You will need to develop Group Expectations
that are relevant to your program. At minimum
they should include expectations for timeliness,
participation, homework, and how you will
treat each other during your time together. This
could involve conversation, listening, how to ask
questions, appropriate movement, and more. It is
recommended that the Group Expectations should be
fairly brief and read aloud by one of the participants
as a refresher prior to every session.
A Common Ground is the group’s common goal for
your time together. Many times group participants
have different goals in mind. Their goals may be
to get by with as little effort as possible, or to get
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out of the program as quickly as possible (even if
it means getting kicked out), or their goal may be
to get attention. A common ground points everyone
in the same direction, so that you all have the same
finish line in mind. It has the added benefit of
bringing participants back on task when it is used as a
reminder during the group process.
Typically, the common ground is posted on the
board. Learners are expected to write it down and
recite it aloud together. Rarely, learners may resist or
refuse. After offering ample opportunities for them
to change their mind, if they continue to resist it may
indicate that they are unwilling to participate with the
group and perhaps they would prefer to complete a
written exercise explaining their decision. The choice
is limited, but it allows the learner the dignity of
making his or her own decision.
Review of Way of Life sticky-notes.
Learners are encouraged to place their name on the
column of the Way of
Life that best represents
the way they have
been thinking during
the interim since you
last met. Initially, they
may pile up on the
responsible column.
When this happens it is
a good opportunity to
explain that even if they
had no infractions it
does not mean that their
thinking was free from
irresponsible thoughts.
Their thoughts may run

along the lines of wanting to get high, to run away or
avoid obligations, to hurt someone that bugs them,
to take something that does not belong to them, or to
exercise privileges that they have not earned.
It is vital that they come to grips with the fact that
their behavior will eventually follow their thinking. If
their behavior has been great, but their thoughts have
not, they are not changing.
It’s important that they understand that this is a safe
place to talk openly about their thinking. Hold them
accountable for lying if they place themselves on the
Generally Responsible column too soon and ask them
to select a different column. The group is usually
aware of incidents that reflect a more appropriate
column and can help them make a better choice.
Another incentive to honesty is to offer points for
accuracy. If a learner accurately places their stickynote they get 2 points. If they have to move their
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sticky-note they lose a point. Initially, they may
lose points for putting themselves in the Generally
Responsible column.
At first glance the routine recitals may seem
like a time-waster to group leaders. Reciting the
same kind of information prior to every session
seems redundant, unnecessary, and potentially
condescending to participants who could interpret
it as if the group leader thinks they are not capable
of “getting it” or of supervising themselves. There
is no doubt we would not get away with this kind of
routine for long in our staff meetings.
The opening ritual serves a different, important
purpose for participants who are Generally
Irresponsible, Arrestable, or Extreme and their
perception of it is quite different, too. Many
irresponsible learners find it difficult to trust others.
After a couple of sessions, the predictability of the
ritual sends the message that this is a trustworthy,
safe process and there is no need to be on guard.
This kind of reassurance is not usually needed
by Generally Responsible people while many
irresponsible persons are actually put at ease by
the predictability of the opening recital. If it is
skipped participants will frequently request that the
routine be followed. The ritual sends a message of
predictability that translates to one of safety and sets
the tone for a productive session.
Closing Commitments and follow-up. Requiring
learners to make a commitment to do something
different is crucial to their change process.
Without this action it is easy for learners to absorb
knowledge without translating it into personal
change. They learn to “talk the talk” but not to
“walk the walk.” Learners should be encouraged to

10

choose commitments that are within their reach. For
example, a person who is prone to violence might
make a commitment to stay out of fights for a week,
or a person who is chronically late might make a
commitment to be on time next week. Although
we would prefer they stay out of fights for the rest
of their life, or that they arrive promptly to all of
their appointments, an early commitment of that
magnitude would likely end in failure. It is essential
that the commitments to do something different
allow the person to achieve an 80% success rate in
order for the momentum of change to take hold. For
that to happen we need to guide their choices to bitesizes that are within their capacity, but still offer a bit
of a challenge.
The session is frequently closed with a verbal and
written closing commitment from group members to
do something new and different and to report their
progress at the next group session. It is important
that facilitators carefully monitor, pace, and
coordinate the use of group commitments with other
facilitators to avoid overwhelming the learners with
more new responsibility than they can practically
handle. Again, keeping levels of commitment within
reachable achievement is crucial to their progress.
It is up to the facilitator as to how frequently to ask
learners for commitments to do something different.
You do not want to overwhelm them with more than
they can handle, but you do not want them going
through the motions unchallenged either. The savvy
facilitator keeps a close eye on the needs of the
group and what will be helpful for each individual.
Make It Fool-proof
Make it fool-proof by adding just the right cognitive
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behavioral consequence if they do not follow
through with their commitment. The beauty of this
arrangement is that the participant learns and gains
positive, cognitive ground either way, through
compliance or through consequence.
As a facilitator you can relax, do not take it
personally when they fail to comply because your

Compliance

Consequence

job is done either way when you have established
effective cognitive behavioral consequences that
provide learning momentum.

Facilitating Role-plays
Each section contains some exercises with optional
role-playing -- a powerful teaching tool when
facilitated well.
Introduce role-playing by explaining what it is and
what it is not. It is a chance to apply what we have
been learning. It is not a drama where the actors are
playing for the audience. The situation they are roleplaying is taken from the real world and the cast are
acting to find solutions, not to provide entertainment.
Keep this in mind when assigning roles. If
participants are not ready they may be uneasy and
that is expected, but sometimes it may lead them to
act like a “ham” and play to the audience, rather than
focus on finding solutions.

The following occurs in successful role plays:
• The persons playing the roles agree as to what
the problem is.
• There is exploration of possible solutions.
• Mutual agreement on a solution is the aim.
Make role play assignments clear so that each person
knows what’s expected of them, but be careful not to
give so much detail that they do not have to do any
problem-solving.
When participants are re-enacting a past personal
incident or practicing for a future encounter it will
be critical for the facilitator to help them set the stage
by asking:
• Where are you?
• Who are you talking with?
• Are you sitting or standing?
• What has happened already?
• What do you hope will happen now?
• What reactions do you anticipate?
• What alternatives are you prepared for?
After the role-play ask the group:
• What goals did the main person have? How well
were they met?
• What goals did the 2nd person have? How well
were they met?
• Were their goals in conflict or agreement? Was a
win-win achieved or within reach?
• What did they do that helped them meet or miss
their goals?
• What hindered their progress?
• What suggestions can you offer?
It is up to the facilitator to keep the role-play moving
and focused on what happens next. Don’t allow too
much time to be spent in long, irrelevant dialog. Once
a point has been made if the cast do not move on,
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stop the action by saying, “Freeze.” Keep the focus
and pace moving by asking the entire group, “What
has to happen next?”
Example: role-players are discussing a step for
building relationships called finding mutual interests.
They are correctly talking about interests they have
in common as a step for building relationship. While
this is correct it could go on and on. So, after a few
minutes of the cast clearly establishing their mutual
interests you would say, “okay, freeze!” Then simply
mention, “this is correct, they would continue talking
about mutual interests for quite a while, what step
needs to happen next?” Bring the group to focus on
what happens next and ask the cast to proceed with
the next step. Keep it moving. Role playing merely
takes up time if actors simply act out parts and invent
dialog. Keep reminding them what to portray; freeze
the action when it is not demonstrating what it should
and ask, “What has to happen next?” Urge all group
participants to offer suggestions.

Facilitator Preparation
Delivery and Style
The facilitator prepares for the session by choosing
an exercise that is suited to the thinking and behavior
dynamics that the group has currently demonstrated
-- an exercise that addresses the current patterns of
thinking demonstrated by participants at present.
Facilitators should exercise their own judgment in
choosing exercises in an order and sequence suited
to the groups’ thinking and behavior patterns. It
is not necessary or recommended to do lessons in
sequence. It will be far more beneficial to choose
exercises based on current thinking and behavior of
participants.
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Sessions may run 20 minutes to 2 hours depending
on your program and the group size. Some of
the exercises may take more than one session to
complete. There is no need to rush to get lessons
finished in one session. It is more important and best
practice to complete the opening ritual and delay
teaching the lesson topic than to rush through the
opening in order to get to the lesson.
When asking questions or listening to responses the
facilitator maintains genuine interest in participants,
encouraging and showing interest in their views
and opinions without projecting undue judgment or
approval of those views.
Facilitators do well to maintain a neutral and
approachable manner and to deal with questions
confidently and accurately. The facilitator avoids
asking “why” about behavior, and instead asks
questions like “What were you thinking?” or “What
happened?” or “What is your responsibility?”
Misbehavior intended to get attention can often
be ignored. Calm responses that help learners stay
on task are directed toward learners who like to
disrupt the process or challenge staff. The gentle,
but clear and firm message is “No one gets out
of participating or gets out of assigned work by
misbehaving.”
Savvy facilitators communicate with varied tone
to add interest and variety to the lesson and they
encourage participation and personal applications
by asking open-ended questions and paraphrasing
learner comments. They are comfortable with pauses
or brief silence and they guide the process without
dominating. They stay factual and emotionally
neutral when describing behavior or problems and
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they present options in the form of limited choices
letting learners make the final decision rather than
telling them what to do.
Facilitators adapt their presentation and pace to the
functioning level of participants, encouraging them
to paraphrase their understanding and what they hear
from each other. If during instruction facilitators
realize that some participants are not getting it, they
will retrace some steps with them before moving
forward. In any case, the facilitator knows when to
move on and when to linger on a point.
Closing the Session
The facilitator summarizes clearly and frequently
making key points and includes points made by
the participants when appropriate. To apply lesson
principles the facilitator will often close by asking
for commitments from participants to do something
different. The facilitator consistently follows-up
on the group commitments and in turn, the group
members take individual ownership of pro-social
change.

Digital Truthought GO Groups
More and more facilities and facilitators use the
internet to bring individual learners or groups
together more often and include people who cannot
meet at one location.
Numerous studies show that people of all ages and
backgrounds are more open and participate more
freely using their favorite device whether they are
at a distance or participating with a group in person.
Truthought GO is the perfect evidence-based digital
platform offering Truthought’s continually expanding
portfolio with hundreds of cognitive behavioral
exercises, online facilitator review of participant
answers to assignments, leader discussion plans for
every exercise, and private discussion forums for
one-to-one or group interaction of unlimited size are
available and at your fingertips from your favorite
device.

Get the digital version at

Truthought.com
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Who Are Tactic Addicts?
The concept of “addiction” used to be reserved for
chronic users of alcohol and drugs, but in a culture
that promotes self-indulgence, the list has grown to
include any number of illegitimate usages and inordinate affections.
Perhaps, most of us have had unruly bouts with
desires that take extra effort to tame and keep under
control. Any one of us can be overcome and ruled
by anything we desire too strongly. From caffeine to
nose drops, weight lifting to gambling, watching TV
to sleeping disorders, the list of potential addictions
is limited only by our imagination and personal
desires. When those unruly desires go unchecked, and
become a way of life, we call it addiction.
While the list of addictions continues to grow, the
symptoms that indicate addictive behavior remain
the same. The common denominator is that they
stimulate a change in our immediate experience and
they usually do so quickly, working within seconds or
minutes rather than days or weeks. The sought after
result is an immediate change in our experience. We
may feel rewarded, satisfied, powerful, less timid,

more alert, less pressured, calmer, relieved, smarter,
sexier, or simply better.
When manipulative tactics are operating, they stimulate a mild to strong sensation generating some form
of satisfaction, relief, or adrenaline increase. Using
tactics can make us feel on top of our circumstances,
more satisfied, or more powerful, but most important
to tactic users is that their tactics steer things in the
direction they want to go and quickly.
This curriculum focuses on 19 manipulative tactics
that cause harm to ourselves and others particularly
when they become a way of life. In contrast 19 ways
for living a trustworthy, responsible life are presented
as a counterpart replacement to tactics.
Using tactics may be common to all of us from time
to time and in varying degrees; it is simply part of
human experience. The problems occur with patterns
of continued “use.” As with any form of use, misuse,
or abuse, as the “using” progresses, the trouble begins
as minor then gradually or rapidly expands to very
serious problems.

Use > Misuse > Abuse > A Way of Life
What “feels like” a harmless way to gain our desires
and move us closer to our goals, gradually becomes
a way of life that “works for us and against us” at
the same time. As the pounding wave of each tactic
pushes us closer to the shores of our selfish desires,
the undertow drags us deeper and deeper into a sea of
problems. We end up drowning in the consequences
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of our own troubles and taking others down with us.
The only way to avoid the danger is to discipline
ourselves to STOP using tactics and begin living a
more responsible, trustworthy, and meaningful life.
As with any addiction, users of tactics perceive their
“using” as a more or less harmless means of “making
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life work for them.” In reality, their “using” is only dragging them further and further away from reality and
further and further into an ongoing lifestyle of negative patterns and problems.
Tactics indicate selfish motives and choices that emerge in as many ways as a person’s imagination is willing
to generate. We have listed some of the more common ways below. Following that list, each of those tactics
and some of their common traits are described more thoroughly.

TACTICS
Shifts Blame/Focus Lies and Deceives
1. Attempts to confuse
2. Points out others’ faults
3. Builds self up by putting
others down
4. Makes a big scene over
minor issues
5. Accuses others of
misunderstanding
6. Uses anger as a way to
control others
7. Argues over “words” to
avoid the real issue
8. Introduces irrelevant issues
(race/gender)
9. Puts others on defense by
embarrassing

10. Deliberately vague
11. Avoids obligations (“I
forgot”)
12. Tells what others want to
hear, not the whole truth
13. Omits facts, exaggerates,
tells what pleases self
14. Says “yes” or agrees
without meaning it

Ignores Obligations

15. Does not pay attention
16. Chooses only what is selfgratifying
17. Refuses to communicate or
participate – silence
18. Minimizes behavior (“no
big deal..., I just got into a
little trouble..., everybody
does it”)
19. Says “I’ve changed” after
doing one right thing.
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Tactics are used as a way to:
• get what we want
• avoid getting what we don’t want
• get by with as little effort as possible
• get others to do things for us
• make ourselves look better
than we really are
• live life -- as a way of life -- an addiction

SHIFTS BLAME OR FOCUS

1. Attempts to confuse: Attempts to confuse: A
variety of methods may be used in an attempt to
confuse others and divert attentions away from
the real issue. Tactic users may try to cover
the truth by emphasizing other information
or reinterpreting an event. Or, they may try to
focus on a specific minor issue to avoid the
more incriminating big picture.
Attempts to confuse also come in the forms of
creating a sense of urgency, an air of busyness,
changing the subject, or speaking fast or
slow. Regardless of the form, you know this
tactic is in operation when you sense a bit of
“confusion” regarding whether or not you are
discussing the same matter or the matter you
initially started to discuss. Confusing others is a
big part of this game that helps tactic users feel
superior and signals their success to them.
2. Points out others’ faults: Tactics generally
begin with attempts to point out the
inadequacies of those in authority. This way
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the tactic user also learns to recognize the
various vulnerabilities of those in charge so that
they can take advantage of them and use this
knowledge to gain the upper hand in the future.
It is also a means for tactic users to avoid
personal analysis and criticism from others.
Pointing out others’ faults is an act of
desperation. It is an attempt to hide from being
exposed for who and what the tactic user really
is by drawing attention to a mistake or flaw of
another. Sometimes tactics users use this tactic
to make themselves look good or to take credit
away from someone who deserves it because
they don’t want others to look better than
themselves.
3. Builds self up by putting others down:
Putting others down builds the tactic users’
image of themselves as superior and unique.
When working with authorities, tactic users
often subtly cushion their mockery and putdowns in order to avoid being too offensive or
causing more problems for themselves.
Being critical of others and putting them down
for the way they look or dress, how they walk
or talk, or even how they teach is simply
another way to divert attention from the tactic
user’s own faults or to engage others in forming
a coalition against an authority.
4. Makes a big scene over minor issues: When
individuals make a big scene over minor issues
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they attempt to change the focus to something
other than the situation at hand. It is an attempt to
remove the pressure from themselves and place
it somewhere else. It can be observed in many
ways, but some of the more common ways are
discrediting programs, belittling others, or pitting
authorities against one another.

6. Uses anger as a way to control others: Tactic
users may use anger to intimidate others. It often
works and is a quick and easy way to avoid
accountability or uncomfortable situations. Plus,
the rise in anger that climaxes in victory produces
a “rush,” a sense of power and victory that the
user of this tactic may also be addicted to.

5. Accuses others of misunderstanding: One of
the quickest ways for an irresponsible individual
to avert pressure from himself is to accuse the one
holding him responsible of “not understanding.”
This tactic immediately shifts the focus to those
in authority and puts them on the defense and in
a position of having to justify themselves. This
tactic may be accompanied by a reinforcement
tactic whereby the tactic user points to others
who do understand and who do agree with him.
Again, this puts the confronting person further on
the defense. There are many ways irresponsible
individuals can try to build a case for being
“misunderstood” but some of the more typical
ways are by claiming you don’t understand my
race, my gender, my generation, my background,
etc.

7. Argues over “words” to avoid the real issue:
Tactic users often quibble over words and their
meaning to avoid the real issue or to win an
argument. They attach definitions of their own to
commonly used words or phrases and they change
these definitions as it suits them, often in midargument.

Sometimes the accusation of misunderstanding
is reversed and the tactics user claims to be the
one who misunderstood. “Oh, you wanted me to
do THAT, I thought you wanted THIS. You mean
you wanted it TODAY?” It’s easy for tactics users
to claim they got “mixed-up” about something
when they really just wanted to avoid it.

8. Introduces irrelevant issues (race/gender):
Interjecting irrelevant points or issues is a
common tactic that comes in many forms and is
sometimes accompanied by tactic #5, accusations
of misunderstanding. Rather than claiming to
be misunderstood, this tactic may be used as an
excuse or attempt to gain sympathy rather than be
held accountable.
When being questioned or held accountable
tactics users may start talking about last night’s
news or sports or anything other than the initial
topic, because changing the subject changes the
focus and takes the pressure off.
9. Puts others on defense by embarrassing:
This tactic is used to get others off the tactic
users’ back by embarrassing or humiliating them.
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LIES AND DECEIVES
10. Deliberately vague: Maintaining a level of
ambiguity is the tactic user’s way of putting
distance between himself and the facts. Being
vague buys time to gather information about
the reactions of others so they can adjust and
reconstruct their story accordingly. By being
vague they can misrepresent their involvement
in misbehavior and conceal activities. Often
this tactic involves a lot of talk that keeps the
focus shifting around, but never really reveals
anything.
11. Avoids obligations (“I forgot..., you didn’t
tell me”): An easy way to avoid obligations
is simply to say, “I forgot.” Irresponsible
individuals are quick to remember others’
obligations to them but quicker to forget their
own obligations to others. This is because
they are not interested in maintaining true
relationships, but only those relationships
that serve their selfish desires. Most of
their relationships center on dominating and
controlling others for their own interests. They
do not understand cooperative relationships.
12. Tells what others want to hear, not the whole
truth: It’s easy for irresponsible individuals to
quickly determine what others want to hear and
then tell them just that. Sometimes they do this
by “confessing,” thinking that if they openly
confess, then the consequences will be removed
or made easier. Sometimes they may even
“confess” to things they did NOT do in order to
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steer attention away from the BIG THING they
did do. Lying helps tactics users get away with
doing things while controlling the way others
see things and making themselves look good.
Tactics users may simply try to look and sound
the way others would like them to be. They may
act overly polite or kind. This way they do not
have to explain themselves, they do not have to
face up to reality or be accountable, and they do
not have to meet obligations.
13. Omits facts, exaggerates, tells what pleases
self: Tactic users whittle at the truth and shape
it to fit their advantage. They believe the most
important thing is what makes them look
good; anything else should be downplayed,
eliminated, and reworked to their favor. They
may lie and later deny lying in order to appear
honest and avoid consequences. Tactic addicts
carefully choose to reveal only the information
that will make them look good.
14. Says “yes” or agrees without meaning it:
One of the easiest ways for irresponsible people
to remove themselves from uncomfortable
situations is to agree without meaning it. It is
also a convenient way of appearing compliant
and “getting in good” with authorities. This
tactic is difficult to interrupt because it is not
easy to tell whether a person who agrees is
being deceitful. It is one tactic that usually must
develop a pattern before it can be interrupted.
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IGNORES OBLIGATIONS
15. Does not pay attention: Acting preoccupied or
being inattentive is a means to avoid dealing with
situations or issues the tactic user considers boring.
Often these individuals are totally uninterested
in what others have to say because they would
rather think about their “more exciting” selfish
agenda. They will display some evidence of
outward interest such as nodding or intermittently
saying, “Uh-huh,” or they may pretend not to
understand when being held accountable. They
may look as though they are totally absorbed in the
conversation while their mind is miles away.

still, inattentive, or silent irritates others making it
a powerful tool for the tactic user.

16. Chooses only what is self-gratifying:
Irresponsible individuals tend to direct
conversations toward their interests and try to
rally others around them. This is a means of
gaining control and establishing some leadership
besides just getting what they want. This helps
irresponsible individuals gain the benefit of the
doubt while ignoring anything unrelated to their
own personal interests.

18. Minimizes behavior (“no big deal..., I just got
into a little trouble..., everybody does it”): This
tactic is one that tactic users first use to convince
themselves before employing it with others -- “It’s
NO BIG DEAL!” It is a way of denying the harm
that has been done. Sometimes tactics users call
their behavior “jokes” or “mistakes.” They begin
by downplaying the situation as far less serious
than reality using such statements as, “I just got
into a little trouble,” “I was just sowing some wild
oats,” “everyone does it,” “it was a mistake,” “it
was just a joke,” “I didn’t mean anything by it.”
When tactic users begin to use this tactic with
others, they may say things like, “Haven’t you
ever pulled a prank on someone?” Or, “Don’t
tell me you’ve never broken the speed limit.” Or,
“Come on, you were a kid once.” Or, “Report
what accident? Insurance? What for? It’s only a
scratch.”

17. Refuses to communicate or participate –
silence: Silence is a means of control and is used
to maintain privacy or secrecy. Silence is often an
inverted display of anger and a way of wearing
others down. Irresponsible people avoid disclosure
and are able to control situations without making
commitments simply by maintaining levels
of silence. Common phrases that accompany
the silent tactic are “no comment,” “I don’t
know,” “don’t ask me,” “I can’t explain it, it just
happened,” “nothing happened,” “I’ve drawn a
blank,” “I don’t care,” “whatever.” Remaining

19. Says “I’ve changed” after one right attempt:
Tactics users are poor judges of their own
progress or lack of progress. They often convince
themselves that they have changed simply because
they have done something right once. They may
act as if they have had an overnight breakthrough;
as if the light had suddenly dawned and they have
gained new insight, or turned over a new leaf.
They also may repeatedly refer to the same onetime-only example of doing something right in
order to convince others they have changed. This
tactic is used to avoid daily effort and restrictions.
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FRAGMENTATION -- How To Go Nowhere Fast!
Anyone can be late, miss an appointment, or
make a mistake, but when tactic-users repeatedly
make mistakes, they may have moved deeper into
fragmentation. They may make excuses to their
family to cover up their activities with friends, they
may make excuses on the job to cover up problems
at home, or excuses to friends to cover up why they
missed a rendezvous. Fragmentation is what happens
when someone compartmentalizes areas of their life.
When they can no longer manage it all everything
falls apart.

Progress cannot be made through education alone.
Knowledge without action leaves tactic users
feeling like they are changing when, in fact, they are
moving further and further away from it. Without
concentrated effort toward change, they are going
nowhere fast.
Responsible living and tactics repel each other like
oil and water. Positive change can NOT take place
until tactics are reduced and replaced with trust.

TRUST
The way out of tactics is trust -- learning to trust and to become a trustworthy person.

Earns Respect

1. Speaks clearly and
truthfully
2. Points out others’ qualities
3. Encourages and supports
others
4. Calmly endures and
responds to minor issues
5. Seeks to understand more
than to be understood
6. Stays focused, calm and
kind even in a crisis
7. Listens and talks
respectfully; stays on topic
8. Points to the truth and
sticks to facts
9. Avoids hurting or
embarrassing others
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Truthful, Open
and Honest

10. Deliberately truthful and
honest
11. Considerate and reliable
12. Share your thoughts and
beliefs with humility
13. Tell the truth wisely even if
it is unfavorable
14. Say it and mean it, do not
flip-flop

Builds Trust

15. Stay alert, focused and do
not disappoint
16. Want the best for others,
not just yourself
17. Communicate with respect
for others
18. Hold yourself to higher
standards
19. Improve steadily with
patience and hope
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Instructions for Learners:
A Responsible Life That Renews Itself
Truthought allows you to take a fresh look at familiar thoughts by guiding you
through your own evaluation of your personal thinking process. You will be able
to identify various habits of thinking that lead to problems for you. By adapting
your thinking to compensate for, or eliminate problem behaviors, your life
will stay trouble-free longer and with less effort than you ever imagined.
Truthought has guided thousands of people through a penetrating
exploration of who they are, to a discovery of who they can be, all
the way to living a responsible life that renews itself. In addition, the
Truthought Process shows you how to maintain continued improvement
by anticipating and replacing your natural, but unhealthy inclinations,
with healthy thinking. Your day-to-day living will be fresher, more
efficient, and more satisfying to you and those around you.
It will take time and effort and it will be uncomfortable at first. But as
you continue positive things will begin to happen in a way that feels almost
effortless. You will find yourself in the process of living a responsible life that
renews itself.

Before You Begin
Choose a relaxing, uninterrupted time of day to regularly write in your
Truthought exercises. You could write in the morning, before you go to bed, or
some other convenient time for you. Whatever time you choose, it’s important to stay with that time daily in order to best reveal and understand
your personal habits and thinking processes.
If you are too busy for a daily writing schedule then set aside two
or three days per week to write in your exercises. For most people
once a week is not enough to achieve the best results, so we recommend that you make a personal commitment to write at least
twice a week, or more.
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Group Use:
If you are doing your Truthought exercises with a
group, you will want to follow your group’s guidelines as to how often you write answers to your
exercises. Many groups write daily, then gather once a
week to discuss one of the exercises.

How to Complete Your Truthought Exercises
Your Truthought exercises are divided into one and two-page selections. Each exercise includes a thoughtprovoking quotation from a renowned person, plus a place to
identify and record your thinking and tactic habits.
Your part is simply to answer the questions based
on your own thinking and in your own words.
The right answer is what you really think, the
wrong answer is making up something different
from what you really think. This means that your
answers, though they are true for you, may be
quite different from someone else’s answers.
How you use the written exercises and whether you do well is
up to you -- it’s your choice. Your chances of improvement are
far greater when you choose to complete exercises two or three
times per week. If you choose to do it everyday that’s even
better. The important thing is to stick with a routine. This
will give you the extra edge to doing well in the days ahead,
especially when things get tough. (For more tips on writing
answers to exercises see the Way of Life Continuum p. 25.)
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Track Your Tactics
At the end of each written exercise you will be asked to rank your tactics, your attitude, or your dedication to
changing your tactics on a scale. Here are some examples of how to mark the types of scales you will see in
each chapter.

Chapter 1 Shifts Blame or Focus
How willing are you to stop using tactics today?

Closed

I’ll Try

I’ll Do
My Best

I’ll Do Whatever
It Takes

Chapter 2 Lies and Deceives
How often did you use tactics today?

Full-time

Quite a lot

Some

Not once

Chapter 3 Ignores Obligations
How well did you stop using tactics today?

not well

Okay

Much better

Great

Chapter 4 Masks (Who Are You?)
Did you wear any masks today?

All day

part of the day

A little

No masks today
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Wrong Way
When you begin to track your tactics you may find yourself
thinking: “I did not have any problems,” or “I stayed out of
trouble today, so I will mark my tactic-scale as if I did not use
any tactics.” Or, perhaps you might think, “I got into some
trouble, but it wasn’t my fault. I’ll mark my tactic-scale as if I
had none.”
Many of us tend to see our behavior as responsible, because we
were not held accountable, so it is natural to want to mark the tactic
scale is if we did not use any tactics. But recording your tactics based
on whether or not you got caught or were held accountable is the wrong
way to record your tactics in the Truthought Process.

Right Way
In Truthought the right way to record your tactics is to pause and reflect
deeply on whether you used tactics to try to manipulate someone that day.
Clearly, if you did something wrong or acted irresponsibly you were
using tactics, too.
But, what if you did not do get caught or held accountable
for your behavior? If you used tactics to try to manipulate
someone you should mark the tactic-scale accordingly.
It is rare at first, but if you actually went through your
day without using any tactics then mark the tacticscale showing your success.

24
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Way of Life Continuum

Responsible
•
•

•

Truthful, reliable,
responsible
Has consideration
and respect for
others
Chooses what is the
highest good for
others and self

Irresponsible
•
•

•

Unlawful/Arrestable Extreme Unlawful

Is unreliable,
•
Lies, deceives,
manipulates, makes
excuses
Sees self as a
victim, expects to be
given a break
•

•

Admits doing
wrong, hurting
others and minor
violations only
when proven
beyond a doubt
Thinks only of self,
has no concern for
others (same as
Extreme, but with
lesser violations)
Sees self as
successful because
many violations go
undetected

•

•

•

Denies own
destructive, criminal
behavior
Thinks only of self,
has no concern
for others (same
as Arrestable, but
with more frequent
and more severe
violations)
Constantly plots to
beat the system and
get away with the
forbidden

The Way of Life Continuum offers guidelines to group that meets once or more per week to discuss
help identify important personal patterns such as,
• Your overall way of life and the direction your
life is taking.
• Your thinking patterns from day-to-day.
• How often to complete Truthought exercises
in order to get your best results.

the Truthought exercises with a focus on making
personal positive improvement.

Unlawful/Arrestable: write in your Truthought

Responsible: complete exercises a minimum of

exercises three times or more per week and
participate in a group that meets once or twice
per week to discuss the exercises with the goal of
making personal prosocial changes.

two times per week and participate regularly in
group discussions and any prosocial group activities.

Extreme Unlawful: you may want to write in

Irresponsible Column: complete exercises at least
two or three times per week and participate in a

your Truthought exercises one or more times per
day and participate in a group that meets three or
more times per week to discuss the exercises with
the goal of making personal prosocial changes.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Commitment
Common Ground
Consequences
Culture
Subculture
Expectation
Feelings
Flexible
Goals
Higher Power
“I’ll Try”
“I’ll Do My Best”
“I’ll Do Whatever It Takes”
Influences
Intimidation
Irrational
Limitation
Obligation
Power Struggle
Rational
Reputation
Rigid or Closed
Tactic
Thinking Barrier
Thoughts
Victim
Victimizer
Way of Life
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Doing whatever it takes.
A goal or way of doing something that you share with someone else.
The results that follow your choices and actions.
Values and customs within your community or race.
Values and customs outside of your community or race which are destructive.
Something you anticipate or count on from others or something that others
anticipate or count on from you.
Emotions that start in your gut.
Ability to compromise and change plans in order to meet the needs and
requests of others.
What you want for your future.
Any authority over you, but ultimately, The Final Authority outside of
yourself.
Often means, “I might do it, but don’t count on it.”
Often means, “If nothing better comes up, I might do it.”
Means, “I’ll do it, no matter what.”
All the people and things around you that have an affect on you.
Messages you send to others that lead them to fear you, or stay away from
you.
Not seeing things as they really are. Thoughts and behavior not based on
reality – limited or void of truth and fact.
Boundaries that you set for yourself, or things you realize you cannot do.
Your duty and responsibility to others.
A disagreement where both people exert much effort against each other and
both lose.
Seeing things as they really are and acting accordingly.
How other people see your habits and patterns of living.
Unwilling to change; stuck in a particular place or frame of mind.
A way to get what you shouldn’t have, or get out of what you should get.
A way of thinking that leads to problems for you and others.
Ideas that start in your head.
Someone who was hurt by someone or something else.
One who harms others in any way for any reason.
Your habits and patterns of living your life.
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Tactics
Shifts Blame or Focus
1. Attempts to confuse
2. Points out others’ faults
down
3. Builds self up by putting others
issues
4. Makes a big scene over minor
nding
5. Accuses others of misundersta
others
6. Uses anger as a way to control
e real issue
7. Argues over “words” to avoid th
ce/gender)
8. Introduces irrelevant issues (ra
rrassing
9. Puts others on defense by emba

Discussion Plan

Matching
Shifts Blame or Focus

Common Ground During our time together I will do whatever it takes to express
my desires with honor and respect even if I don’t get what I want.

Opening

Sometimes we need to ask others for things we want or for help. There is
a way to do this and communicate well, even if it means maybe not getting what you
wanted.

Suggested Questions
1. Think of a time when you wanted something and felt you had to demand it. Perhaps
you got your way, or perhaps you were disappointed or angry when you didn’t get
what you wanted.
• What did you think, feel, and say to demand what you wanted?
• How did it end?
2. It takes more than practice to communicate well. It takes integrity and positive
character. Describe how your communication will be different when you rely more
on integrity and respect rather than just practice? Even if you wouldn’t end up getting
what you wanted, how would your reaction and the results be different? Be specific.
3. Encourage others as they share.
Optional Role Play
1. Depending on the size of your group ask for volunteers or have everyone in the
group participate in role plays using the scenarios from the exercise or scenarios the
participants offered during discussion.
2. Ask them to identify the Trust item in the Pocket COACH that is the opposite of
the tactic in the scenario. Ask them to role-play a better way, the right way, the way
that is noted under TRUST in the Pocket COACH.
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Shifts Blame
or Focus

Matching

Review the list of 9 tactics under Shi
fts Blame or Focus on the previous
page. Match the tactics to each situatio
n below. Place the number(s) of the
tactics that fit the situation after each
one. There may be more than one
tactic per item.

>>

1. When Chuck is late for work for
the

fourth day in a row he says, “Well at
least I
don’t break the law and drive over the
speed limit.”

2. Martin is late turning in his assign
me

nt again. When the teacher marks
his paper down for being late, Martin
reminds her that teachers don’t
always get everything done on time
and nobody marks them down.

If you want to be
miserable, think about
yourself, about what you
want, what you like, what
respect people ought to
pay you, and what people
3. When Sam’s brother tries to keep
think of you.
him from doing something he should
n’t do,
–
Charles
Kingsley
Sam says, “You just want me to be per
fect like you.”

4. Because Ulysses is the editor of
the school paper he thinks he should
not have to
do any work. He says, “I’m the boss.
I can do what I want.”
5. Kurt has just been promoted to sup
ervisor. He thinks his new position me
ans
he should not have to do any work, just
tell others what to do. He is now the
boss over many of his old friends and
they do not like Kurt’s attitude since
his
promotion. They often ignore him. So,
when Kurt wants them to do someth
ing,
he yells at them or throws things to
get their attention.
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The only exercise some
people get is running down
others and jumping to
conclusions.
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Anon
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Discussion Plan

My Irresponsible Excuses
for Shifting Blame or Focus

Common Ground During our time together I will do whatever it takes to be
open and honest about tactics I use.

Opening Today, let’s begin to explore how to replace our tactics with trust.
Suggested Questions
1. From the list of reasons to offer irresponsible excuses and tactics, share the
reason that you use tactics most often.
• To get what I want.
• To avoid getting what I don’t want (trouble, work, irritation).
• To get by with as little effort as possible.
• To get others to do things for me.
• To make me look like a better person.
• It’s how I live my life. Tactics are my way of life.
2. What responsible replacement did you decide you will use to replace using
tactics?
3. When you replace your tactics with responsible thoughts and behaviors, name 3
benefits you expect for yourself and those closest to you?
4. Share the number and name of the tactic you use most often. (See the Coach for
reminders)
5. Next, share the responsible alternative to this tactic and describe what that will
look like in your life. See TRUST in the Coach if you need ideas.
6. Offer additional suggestions for responsible alternatives as each group member
shares.
7. On a whiteboard or flipchart list as many different benefits to replacing tactics
with trust that the group can think of. Be as detailed as possible.
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Shifts Blame
or Focus

>>
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The only exercise some
people get is running
down others and
jumping to conclusions.
– Anon
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_____ Accuses others of misunderst

anding

_____ Uses anger as a way to control

_____ Argues over “words” to avoid

others

the real issue

_____ Introduces irrelevant issues (rac

e/gender)

_____ Puts others on the defense by

2. Beneath each tactic above write
a new

embarrassing

responsible reason to stop using it.

How willing are you to stop using

Closed

I’ll Try

I’ll Do
My Best

tactics today?

I’ll Do Whatever
It Takes
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Discussion Plan

Who’s To Blame?

Common Ground During our time together I will do whatever it takes to take
responsibility for myself and not blame others.

Opening

Let’s explore responsible ways we can propel ourselves forward, instead of
playing the “blame game.”

Suggested Questions
1. Describe one of the problems you’re facing this week without acting like a victim.
• Explain how you will deal with it without blaming others.
2. After each person shares ask the group to offer further ideas or suggestions that could
help that person’s plan for dealing with the problem they’re facing.
3. Based on the feedback and good ideas you’ve heard today, take turns describing what
else you will do or what you will change to make your plan even better. Include how,
when, where, and with whom you will carry out your plan this week.
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Shifts Blame
or Focus

Who’s to Blame?
1. Are you usually to blame for you
r pro
cause of your problems? Explain.

blems or is someone else the

>>

2. List the 2 main problems you hav
e bee

n faced with this week.

1.

2.

The lie we secretly
want to believe when
we criticize others is, I’m
better than they are.
But what we really fear
is, they are better
than I am.
– Stormie Omartian

3. Whose fault were your problems?
Explain

.

How willing are you to stop using

Closed

I’ll Try

I’ll Do
My Best

tactics today?

I’ll Do Whatever
It Takes
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